Soda Lime Times

Sparkle the Owl
T

By Diane Woodall

hese adorable owl beads are perfect for
Beads of Courage, but adults love them,
too! I developed the design while I was
making some cat beads based on the design by
Lori Peterson from the eBook Hot Glass for Cool
Kids. As I was shaping the cat I thought, “Give this
cat a beak and big ol’ eyes and it could be an owl.”
What I love about the design is how easy these
beads are to make with any type of glass, but
since this issue is all about beads that glitter, this
little guy sparkles with dichroic stringer. It is a
wonderful way to make a little dichro go a long
way. If you have wanted to use dichro in your
beads but struggled to make dichro stringer with
lots of sparkle, you will enjoy this technique. I
would love to take credit for the easy method
of making dichro stringer, but it is a variation
of a method I learned from Kate Drew-Wilkinson’s YouTube video. Kate has a series of video
tutorials on YouTube. http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=rQnmRGto02M.

Tools and Supplies:
Small mashers
Marver
Brass knife or shaping tool

Don’t have any dichro handy? Not to worry, as
these owls can be made with whatever you have
in your studio. You can also use frit, silver glass
(always encase it if the bead is going to Beads of
Courage), or twisties. The sky really is the limit
when it comes to making owls.

Cattwalk large crunch press or large mashers
Pick
Poker
Razor tool
Leonardo Spiral Imprint Tool
4mm-5mm rod of Clear
6mm-8mm rod Clear
Rod of CiM Poseidon
3mm-4mm stringer CiM Pulsar
3mm stringer of Effetre Light Ivory
3mm stringer of Effetre Light Aqua
3mm stringer of Effetre Dark Yellow
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Making the Dichro Stringer:
Step 1: Begin with a piece of pre-fused dichro that is ½-inch wide.
This wider glass makes it faster and easier to make the stringer.
Dichro strips have glass on one side and dichro on the other. You
do not want to put the dichro side directly into the flame, and that
is why we will be encasing that side in clear. We only have to apply
clear to the dichro side because there is already clear on the other
side. Nifty huh?
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Step 2: Begin by heating the dichro strip high in the flame, dichro
side away from the flame. With a thin rod of clear (I like to use thin
rods of Zephyr from Double Helix), apply swipes across the strip as
shown. Apply clear to the front (dichro side) and edges, but not to
the back.
Work fast and apply pressure to the clear to chase out any air
bubbles that might get trapped in between the swipes of clear.
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Step 3: Apply some heat to the clear you just applied and with
mashers, squeeze firmly to smooth it and force out any air bubbles.
Work in a cool flame, and don’t try to do the mashing in one step or
the strip may become hard to control. Give it a little heat and press,
then heat again and press, until the clear is smooth.
Step 4: Using a rod of clear as a punty (or you can use an old
mandrel), punty up to the now encased dichro strip. Heat the strip in
the upper part of the flame until it is soft enough to pull into stringer.
Step 5: If you pull the stringer slowly you will get a flat ribbon, or
you can pull a little faster and get a rounder stringer. It’s hard to see
in this photo, but these dichro ribbons are sparkly! Now your dichro
stringer/ribbon is ready to use on your bead!
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Making the Dichro Twisties:
Step 1: For the owl’s crown and stomach details, I
like to use a dichro twistie with a bit more color. To
make this, apply swipes of CiM Pulsar in the same
way as the clear in the last demo. I use stringer for
this so that the transparent layer is thin.
Make sure the dichro on the front and sides is
covered, and then heat and press with mashers
as before. You only want to add Pulsar to one
side.
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Step 2: Attach a clear punty.
Step 3: Melt off the rest of the dichro strip, leaving
only the encased portion attached to the punty.
Steps 4a and 4b: Attach a second punty, heat
the encased dichro strip and pull, twisting as you
do so, creating a twistie.
You can also pull this straight as we did in the
previous demo. Both methods produce beautiful
results when you use the colored dichro stringer
on your beads.
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Again, it is difficult to see the sparkle in these
twisties, but believe me . . . it’s there.
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Making the owl:
Step 1: Start by winding on a
footprint about 1” in length using
CiM Poseidon, a beautiful aqua
semi-opaque glass.

2a
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2b

3a

Steps 2a and 2b: Build up the
base bead until it is a fat football
shape, then marver until it resemble the shape in the photo. The
top should be relatively flat and
the bottom slightly rounded. Experiment with different shapes for
your base bead as these owls can
be short and fat or long and lean.
Steps 3a and 3b: Spiral the
encased dichro ribbon stringer
around the base bead, beginning
at one end and ending at the
other, leaving a small gap between rows if you wish. You don’t
have to completely cover the
base bead for the dichro to do its
magic. In the upper part of the
flame melt in the dichro stringer
and marver again.
Step 4: Press in a Cattwalk
large crunch press or with parallel mashers (or by whatever
means works for you). Fire polish
to remove the chill marks and
warm the core of the bead.
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Step 5: Now it’s time to create
the horns of the owl using the
same method as you would to
make the cat’s ears. Heat the
top half of one side of the bead,
insert a pick, and pull up along
the mandrel line. Repeat for both
sides, trying to make the horns
as even as possible.
Step 6: I find that I almost always have to go back and make
small corrections to the placement of the horns using a brass
knife.
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Steps 7a and 7b: To create the
mask area, apply an oval in light
ivory stringer on the face of the
owl and then angle the bottom
into a shallow point. A razor tool
is perfect for making the point.

7b

7a

 TIP: If you don’t want your
owl to have a mask area
you can apply the eyes
directly to the face by
starting with two small dots
of light ivory and then proceeding to the next step.
Step 8: Apply two dots of light
aqua over the ivory mask or
dots. Some owls have small
eyes and some have big eyes.
The size of the dots will determine this.
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9a

Steps 9a and 9b: Melt in the
dots by applying heat and then
turning the bead face up to allow
the dots to sink in. Doing this
keeps the dots from sagging
more to one side. Photo 9b also
shows the color reaction of the
aqua and ivory.
Step 10: Heat each eye and
poke with a poking tool.
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Step 11: Add a dot of clear to
each eye. I love using ivory and
aqua to create owl eyes. Just
two colors can produce so much
detail and depth.
Step 12: To make the wings, apply swipes of clear to each side
as shown. In this photo, you can
see I added two layers of clear
to each side. If we were making
the owl for an adult we could
leave the wings like this, but for
children we need to secure them
better lest they break off from
enthusiastic handling.
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Steps 13 and 13b: Heat each
wing slightly to soften it, and
press ridges in it with a razor
tool, creating ruffles. I like to use
clear for the wings, but you can
use any color you like. Try to
keep the wings balanced. This is
a bit tricky, but you can always
go back with a brass knife and
tweak the wings.
13b

13a

Steps 15a - 15c: Use the Pulsar
dichro twistie to apply a spiral
circle on the owl’s stomach. Melt
it almost all the way in, marver14b ing if necessary. You don’t want
to melt it all the way. Heat the
circle well and then press firmly
with a Leonardo Spiral Imprint
Tool to create a swirl design on
the stomach. You could use any
Imprint tool you like for this step.
I just like the spiral shape.

14a

Step 16: The last step is adding the beak. To do this, melt a
ball of glass on the end of the
dark yellow stringer and place
15b it between the owl’s eyes, pulling down slightly to form the
beak. This is a similar process
to making a leaf on a flower
bead. I like to use a razor tool
to define the beak a little more.
Check to make sure the beak is
centered properly, give the bead
one last dose of insurance heat,
and pop it in the kiln. When you
open it later you will be rewarded
with an adorable owl to send to
Beads of Courage or give to a
16 lucky friend!

15a
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Steps 14a and 14b: Using the
Pulsar dichro twistie apply two
rows along the top of the owl’s
head, one on top of the other.
Melt slightly so that the twistie
adheres, but don’t melt all the
way in. Then, using a razor tool,
move the glass down and between the eyes.
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Hoot Hoot!
Below are some more examples of owls I have
made using this technique:

Variations
Left photo (left to right):
Base of CiM Marshmallow.
Base of Devardi semi-opaque Lime
Green.
Base of CiM Poseidon rolled in frit
made from dichroic on copper foil from
Howaco Glass.

Right photo (left to right):
Base of CiM Peace rolled in a frit
mixture (3 parts Val Cox Crystal Clear, size
0 and 1 part Val Cox Bittersweet, size 1).
Base of white with various transparents
dabbed on, cased in clear with dichroic
stringer accents.
Base of DH Triton, reduced, encased in
clear with a scrap of silver dichroic on the
stomach.
is a free tutorial compliments of Soda Lime Times magazine. It first appeared in our September
 This
2013 issue which is available at www.dianewoodall.etsy.com or www.sodalimetimes.com. Please feel

free to share this tutorial, post it on your website or blog, or send the PDF to your friends. The only thing
we ask is that you post it in its entirety including the copyright stamp at the bottom of the pages. And
please don’t offer it for sale as it is copyrighted material. If you want to make these beads for Beads of
Courage, you can learn more about this amazing organization at www.beadsofcourage.org.
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